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Abstract 
 

Objective: The aim was to investigate the existence of sacral tissue blood flow at different 

depths in response to external pressure and compression in elderly individuals  using a newly 

developed optical probe prototype.   

Methods: The tissue blood flow and tissue thickness in the sacral area were measured during 

load in 17 individuals using laser Doppler flowmetry and photoplethysmography in a 

combined probe, and digital ultrasound.  

Results: The mean age was 68.6 ± 7.0 years. While loading, the mean compression was 60.3 

± 11.9%. The number of participants with existing blood flow while loading increased with 

increased measurement depth. None had enclosed blood flow deep in the tissue and at the 

same time an existing more superficial blood flow. Correlation between tissue thickness and 

BMI in unloaded and loaded sacral tissue was shown: r = 0.68 (p=0.003) and r = 0.68 

(p=0.003).  

Conclusions: Sacral tissue is highly compressed by external load. There seems to be a 

difference in responses to load in the different tissue layers, as occluded blood flow in deeper 

tissue layers do not occur unless the blood flow in the superficial tissue layers is occluded.  

 

Key words: Pressure ulcer, photoplethysmography, laser Doppler flowmetry, non-invasive, 

tissue blood flow 

 

 

 



 

Introduction 
Pressure ulcerations, e.g. in the sacral region, are a common phenomenon in disabled patients 

that entail high costs for the health care system (27, 37, 42) and suffering for the individual 

(43). The etiology is complex and not fully understood, although tissue ischemia may be of 

importance (11, 14). Furthermore, no consensus has been reached regarding the depth at 

which pressure ulcer formation starts. Based on histological changes in the vessels of the 

papillary dermis, some studies favor the skin surface with progression down to deep tissue 

and muscle, i.e. top-to-bottom ulcer formation (47). Others have found initial changes in the 

deeper lying muscle or tissue over bony prominences, indicating that the ulcerations grow in a 

bottom-to-top fashion (10, 39). The theories seem contradictory, but may depend on factors 

such as tissue location and/or the individuals studied.  

Recently, computer simulation models as well as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

in rat models have been used to explore deep tissue changes (22-23, 44). Further, from a 

biomechanical perspective, the relationship between interface pressure and the mechanics of 

compressed tissue has been studied (36). However, despite the fact that ischemia may be an 

important factor in the development of pressure ulceration, very few studies have focused on 

tissue perfusion and compression of the tissue. There are studies that focus on the circulatory 

changes (using laser Doppler techniques) when tissues prone to pressure ulcer development 

are exposed to pressure, such as microvascular heel skin perfusion (29) and sacral skin blood 

flow (17, 35, 38), as well as characterizations of post-pressure blood flow responses in 

different populations such as diabetics (16), subjects with spinal cord injury (38) and smokers 

(35). If these types of studies are developed further to include techniques for exploring tissue 

blood flow simultaneously at different depths, there will be new improved opportunities to 

explore circulatory changes and pressure ulcer etiology.  



 

The aim of this study was to investigate the existence of sacral tissue blood flow at 

different depths in response to external pressure and compression in elderly individuals using 

a newly developed optical blood flow measurement probe prototype.   

Materials and methods 
To be able to observe blood flow at different depths simultaneously, a system combining laser 

Doppler flowmetry (LDF) and photoplethysmography (PPG) was recently developed and was 

used in this study (5).  

Optical methods 

A HeNe laser (PeriFlux Pf2b, Perimed, Järfälla, Sweden), wavelength 632.8nm, was used to 

measure skin perfusion with a  measurement depth of a few hundred µm (46). The LDF 

technology is based on the principle that monochromatic light incident on the tissue is 

scattered and, if reflected by a moving scatterer, Doppler broadened. This frequency shift is 

detected and presented in arbitrary units (Volt) as an estimate of the perfusion. The perfusion 

scales linearly with the velocity (vRBC) and the concentration of moving red blood cells (cRBC) 

provided a low blood cell concentration to avoid multiple scattering (32-34).  

A three-channel PPG instrument was used in this study (Department of Biomedical 

Engineering, Linköping University, Sweden). In short, the PPG signal consists of two 

components: an AC signal and a DC signal. The AC signal reflects the arterial/pulsatile part 

of the blood flow (20) in the vascular bed and depends on pulsatile blood volume and pressure  

variations as well as the orientation of the red blood cells during each heart beat (21, 31). The 

DC signal is a slowly varying baseline, reflecting, e.g., total blood volume changes, but was 

not used in this study (20). The ability to measure blood flow from shallow and deeper 

vascular beds is based on an appropriate combination of optical wavelengths and the distance 

between the light source(s) and the photodetector(s). It has been demonstrated that PPG can 

discriminate between skin and muscle blood flow, e.g. over the tibial anterior and trapezius 



 

and supraspinatus muscles using 560nm and a source-to-detector separation of 3.5mm and 

806 or 880nm at a source-to-detector distance of 20 or 25mm (40-41, 49).  

The optical probe was developed for blood flow measurements in both superficial 

and deeper lying vascular beds in the sacral tissue combining the LDF and PPG techniques 

described above. Three pairs of light emitting diodes (LEDs) were placed in line, 

symmetrically on both sides around the photo detector and the components were integrated 

into a silicon plate and a laser Doppler fiber optic probe was inserted between the IR LEDs 

(Figure 1). The light source-to-detector separation was 5mm in the case of green LEDs and 

10mm and 25mm for the IR LEDs, respectively. It was assumed that the different 

combinations of wavelengths and distances using LDF and PPG corresponded to approximate 

measurements depths of a few hundred µm, 2mm, 8mm and 20mm. The probe had one 

detector each for PPG and LDF, resulting in single point measurements, and was fixed in a 

10*10cm stiff plate and integrated into the test bench to avoid any influence on the tissue 

during the measurements. 

 

Figure 1. The optical probe with LEDs, placed around a photodetector and an optic fiber placed 
between. 

 



 

Other methods 

A digital ultrasound system (HDI 5000, Philips Medical Systems, ATL Ultrasound, Bothell, 

WA, USA) equipped with a linear transducer (L7-4) was used for scanning the sacral skin and 

subcutaneous tissue down to the bone. A pressure mapping system consisting of an underlay 

(45cm × 45cm) of integrated pressure sensors (Xensor Pressure Mapping System X236, 

Anatomic Sitt, Norrköping, Sweden, range 10-220mmHg, 4 sensor/square inch) was used to 

measure pressure distribution and contact area in the sacral area. The following background 

data was collected: weight (electronic balance scale with the individuals wearing light clothes 

on), height (to the nearest 0.5 in standing position), blood pressure (Speidel & Keller, 

Jungingen, Germany), heart rate (manually checked), body temperature (ThermoScan 6022, 

Braun, Kronberg, Germany), room temperature (digital thermometer, type 565, Schwille 

elektronik, Kircheim, Germany) and skin temperature (IR thermometer, Raytek Raynger ST, 

Santa Cruz, CA, USA).  

Subjects and procedures 

Seventeen individuals (six males and 11 females) were recruited to participate in this study. 

All lived an active life and managed their daily life independently without assistance. They all 

experienced themselves as healthy, although some had cardiovascular diagnoses. Sub-analysis 

of the material in the study was therefore performed, and there were no significant differences 

between the individuals who had diagnoses and those who did not. The results are therefore 

presented as applying to one group. 

The medial sacral crest of the individual was located, and a point 2-3cm above this 

was marked as the point of measurement. The sacral tissue consists of skin and subcutaneous 

tissue over the large wedged-shaped sacrum bone. The large intrinsic back muscles and 

gluteus maximus attach to the bone but in the middle area there is no muscle, only possibly 

some fascia that are low perfused.  



 

The blood flow and ultrasound measurements were performed on a bench consisting 

of a wooden plate with a 10*10cm hole at the area of sacrum. When the blood flow 

measurements were performed in the unloaded tissue (used as a reference), the individuals 

were placed in prone position; all other measurements were performed with them in supine 

position. A board of Plexiglas or the prototype probe was fixed in the bench hole in line with 

the surface of the bench for measurements of tissue thickness and blood flow, respectively, in 

the loaded tissue. The blood flow measurements in each position were preceded by at least 25 

minutes of rest. Blood pressure, heart rate, body temperature and room temperature were 

noted after 15 minutes of rest. Skin temperature was noted pre- and post-blood flow 

measurement. 

The LDF device was calibrated in accordance with the manufacturer´s manual and 

published guidelines (6, 15) 

Approval for this study was granted by the Research ethical committee in Linköping, 

Sweden, Dnr M166-06. The study was performed according to the World Medical 

Association Declaration of Helsiki of 1989. 

Data collection and analysis 

The tissue thickness was assessed and calculated directly in the digital ultrasound system. All 

measurements were performed by a highly experienced technician, and the mean value of 

three separate measurements was calculated and registered (Figure 2). The measurements 

with deep IR light (at a depth of approximately 20mm) are not presented in the study as only 

two individuals had a tissue thickness of approximately 20mm or more while loading, thus 

deep IR light will be of no interest to this study (Table 3).  

The blood flow was recorded continuously on a computer for a session of five 

minutes on both unloaded and loaded tissue (Labview 6.1, National Instruments, Kista, 

Sweden) at a sampling frequency of 75 Hz. The amplitudes of the AC signal and laser 



 

Doppler signal were analyzed using a program developed in-house (IMT, Linköping 

University, Linköping, Sweden). When the pulsations in the AC signal ceased, the blood flow 

was assessed as occluded (Figure 3), in accordance with previous studies (18-19). When the 

laser Doppler signal decreased to a certain calibrated flux value, the blood flow was assessed 

as occluded. 

 

Figure 2. Picture from the ultrasound measurements of the sacral tissue thickness in unloaded (A) and 
loaded tissue (B) in one individual. 

 

The mean arterial pressure (MAP) was calculated as a function of diastolic pressure (DP) and 

systolic pressure (SP): MAP = DP + (SP-DP)/3. The body mass index was calculated as BMI 

= weight in kilograms / (height in meters)
2
. The WHO BMI classification of underweight is 

BMI < 18.5; normal range of BMI is between 18.5-24.99; and overweight is BMI ≥ 25 (1). 



 

 

Figure 3. An example of tissue blood flow responses in one individual during load. The AC signals at 
the two PPG channels are recorded simultaneously. Blood flow was present and measured using IR 
light (A). The pulsations in the AC signal using green light had ceased, and the blood flow was 
therefore assessed as closed (B). 

Statistics 

Background variables tested for skewness and kurtosis showed normal distribution and are 

therefore presented in terms of mean ± standard deviation. Paired sample t-test was used to 

compare differences in skin temperature pre- and post-measurement and differences in 

unloaded and loaded tissue thickness.  

The variable blood flow was dichotomized into existing blood flow (1) and non-

existing blood flow (0). For comparing existing blood flow in unloaded and loaded tissue, the 

McNemar chi squared test was used. A correlation matrix including age, BMI, tissue 



 

thickness, tissue thickness while loading, compression and contact area was set up and the 

correlation coefficients were analyzed using Pearson’s Correlation. P< 0.05 was considered to 

be significant. All statistical analysis were performed using SPSS® for Windows, version 

15.0 (Statistical Package of Social Sciences, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). 

Results 
The mean age of the participants was 68.6 ± 7.0 years. The participants’ mean weight was 

72.0 ± 8.6 kg and mean BMI was 25.2 ± 2.6. All participants had a normal heart rate of 67 ± 7 

b/min, SP 129.1 ± 13.6mmHg, DP 74.4 ± 8.8mmHg and a body temperature of 36.3 ± 0.4 ºC  

(Table 1). No significant differences were found between the genders regarding background 

characteristics. Five participants had cardiovascular diagnoses and took medication, and one 

participant used tobacco (Table 2). 

 

Table 1: Mean and SD in the individuals’ conditions relevant to microcirculation observed before blood 
flow measurements were performed. 

 All (n=17) 

Age (years) 

Weight (kg) 

68.5 ± 7.1 

72.0 ± 8.6 

Body mass index (kg7m
2
) 25.2  ± 2.6 

Heart rate (beats/minute) 66  ± 7 

Systolic pressure (mmHg) 129.1  ± 13.6 

Diastolic pressure (mmHg) 74.4  ± 8.8 

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) 92.6 ± 9.3 

Ambient temperature (ºC) 23.1  ± 0.6 

Body temperature (ºC) 36.4  ± 0.4 

Skin temperature prior to measurements (ºC) 32.3  ± 1.8 

Skin temperature after measurements (ºC) 32.7  ± 0.8 

 

 



 

Table 2: Overview of the individuals’ vascular diseases and medications.  

Subject 

 

Sex/Age Pulse Systolic 

blood 

pressure 

(mmHg)  

Diastolic 

blood 

pressure 

(mmHg) 

Vascular Diseases Medication 

 

7 Female/65 62 135 80 hypertension 1 

8 Male/79 48* 140 70 atrial fibrillation, 

hypertension 

2, 3, 4 

9 Female/62 66 120 80 parox. atrial fibrillation 2 

15 Female/65 64 120 70 hypertension 2 

16 Female/87 66 135 65 hypertension,  

post-cardiac infarction,  

heart valve insuff. 

3, 5, 6 

1=ACE inhibitor, 2=β1 receptor-selective antagonist, 3=calcium antagonist, 4=anticoagulant (warfarin), 
5=ASA, 6=loop diuretic * irregular pulse 

 

The mean sacral tissue thickness (TTunload) of the participants was 26 ± 12.7mm. While 

loading, the tissue thickness (TTload) was reduced to 10 ± 5.3mm (p
 
< 0.0005); the mean 

compression was 60.3 ± 11.9% and the sacral contact area was 188.0 ± 72.0cm
2
. No 

differences were found between the genders in TTunload, TTload, compression or sacral contact 

area. The interface pressure in the sacral area in supine position attained values of at least 

220mmHg in 14 participants.  

The number of participants with existing blood flow while loading (BFload) increased 

with increased depth: Two of 16 participants had existing BFload at a depth of maximum 1mm 

(LDF); five of 16 participants had existing BFload at a depth of approximately 2mm (green 

PPG); and 11 of 17 participants had existing BFload at a depth of approximately 8mm (infrared 

PPG) (Table 3). Compared with the blood flow in the unloaded tissue (BFunload), the 

differences are significant at all three depths (p
 
< 0.0005 at 1mm, p

 
= 0.001 at 2mm and p

 
= 

0.031 at 8mm) (Figure 4). 



 

Table 3: Overview of the individual’s sex (M = male, F = female), age, sacral tissue thickness (TTload), 

compression and dichotomized blood flow (0 = non-existing blood flow and 1 = existing blood flow) at 
approximately 1mm, 2mm and 8mm while loading. 

Sex/Age TTload 

(mm) 

Compression 

(%) 

BF at <1mm 

depth 

(LDF) 

BF at 2mm 

depth 

(green PPG) 

BF at 8mm 

depth 

(IR PPG) 

M / 67 4 66.5 0 0 1 

M / 62 5 68.0 0 0 0 

M / 75 5 59.6 0 0 0 

F / 65 5 27.3 0 0 1 

F / 65 6 72.3 0 0 1 

F / 72 7 69.9 0 0 0 

M / 79 8 57.4 0 0 0 

F / 65 8 71.6 0 0 1 

F / 62 9 77.4 0 0 0 

F / 66 10 64.1 0 1 1 

F / 63 11 58.7 1 - 1 

M / 77 13 59.5 - 0 0 

F / 68 13 51.3 0 1 1 

M / 62 13 45.1 1 1 1 

F / 65 15 62.3 0 0 1 

F / 87 19 52.3 0 1 1 

F / 65 22 61.3 0 1 1 

 

 

There were no differences between the participants who had existing BFload and those who 

had non-existing BFload  during measurements at a depth of maximum 1mm regarding MAP, 

TTunload or sacral contact area (Table 3). Participants who had non-existing BFload measured at 

a depth of approximately 2mm had less sacral contact area (p=0.009) and less TTload 

(p=0.002) than those who had existing BFload. Participants who had non-existing BFload at a 



 

depth of approximately 8mm had less sacral contact area (p=0.028) than those who had 

existing BFload. Comparisons with regard to age, BMI and compression showed no differences 

between individuals with existing BFload and those with non-existing BFload at any of the three 

depths (Table 4). 

 

Figure 4. Percentage of participants with existing blood flow at different depths for loaded tissue. At all 
depths (approximately < 1mm, 2mm and 8mm), the differences between unloaded and loaded tissue 
are significant (* p< 0.05 and *** p< 0.001). 

 

There was a positive correlation between BMI and: TTunload r = 0.68 (p=0.003), TTload r = 0.68 

(p=0.003) and sacral contact area r = 0.60 (p=0.011). There was also a positive correlation 

between TTload and: TTunload r = 0.88 (p<0.0005) and sacral contact area r = 0.58 (p=0.014). A 

positive correlation was found between the TTunload and sacral contact area r = 0.50 (p=0.043). 

No correlation between compression or age and any of the variables, BMI, TTload or TTunload 

was detected. 

Discussion 
The main findings in this study were that skin and subcutaneous tissue in the sacral region in 

elderly individuals are compressed by approximately 60%, in line with others (25). The sacral 

region is a sensitive area, prone to pressure ulcer development (26). Strong forces are 

involved, 270mmHg (mean pressure) in the seat area in sitting healthy individuals (45),  



 

Table 4: Comparison between the two groups: those with existing (BF+) and those with non-existing 
(BF-) blood flow at different depths while loading with regard to unloaded tissue thickness (TTunload), 
tissue thickness while loading (TTload), compression and sacral contact area. 

Depth of measurements TTunload, mm TTload, mm Compression,% Sacral contact area, 

cm
2
 

<1mm (LDF)     

BF+ (n=2) 26±2 12 ± 1 51.9±9.6 171.0±13.7 

BF- (n=14) 26 ±14 10 ± 6 61.5±12.4 189.0±79.2 

P 0.970 0.540 0.316 0.761 

2mm (Green PPG)     

BF+ (n=5) 35 ± 14 16 ± 5 54.8±7.4 256.5±92.2 

BF- (n=11) 22 ± 11 8 ± 4 62.9±13.4 159.4±39.7 

P 0.060 0.002 0.237 0.009 

8mm (IR PPG)     

BF+ (n=11) 28±14 11 ± 6 57.5±13.1 211.5±79.4 

BF- (n=6) 23±10 8 ± 3 65.3±7.8 137.6±12.7 

P 0.429 0.148 0.208 0.028 

 

 

similar to the present study with at least 220mmHg in supine position. The skin and the 

subcutaneous tissue serve as an important protective cover in order to resist mechanical 

forces. The sacral tissue thickness was only about 1-3cm in the study, and the thickness is 

probably even less in patients (9). This study showed a relationship between BMI and tissue 

thickness, in accordance with other studies of total body fat (28, 30) as well as subcutaneous 

abdominal adipose tissue (8). Patients with pressure ulcer have lower BMI than do patients 

with no ulcer and are often malnourished (13). This might be explained by the present 

findings that individuals with non-existing BFload had a smaller total contact area and TTload 

than those who had existing BFload at 2 and/or 8mm depth. 



 

The influence of compression on human tissue is an object of interest in the 

biomechanical field concerning exploring deep tissue changes. This is due to a special kind of 

pressure ulcer, i.e. deep tissue injury (7). This ulcer is said to develop deep in the tissue and to 

start in the muscle tissue over a bony prominence. Studies with MR and finite element models 

in sitting human buttocks have shown that the different tissue layers are affected very 

differently by internal compression strains and stresses (24-25). The maximum compressive 

stress in the fat layer was located 1-3mm distally from the muscle-fat interface (24). This 

heterogeneity in local tissue strains and stresses could be an explanation for why the 

compression variable in the present study did not differentiate in any of the performed 

analysis, as the total compression of the tissue over the sacrum was measured instead of 

locally in the different tissue layers. Previous results using a computer model show that the 

load distribution over the buttocks in sitting humans depends on individual body shape (36), 

indicating that the individual’s condition and character are of great importance.  

Decreased/occluded blood flow during load was found in the superficial tissue layer 

in the majority of the individuals, but in deeper tissue layers as well in some cases (Table 2), 

and could be an important factor in pressure ulcer formation. These findings support the most 

established theory regarding the development of tissue damage, i.e. mechanically induced 

occlusion of the capillaries leading to tissue ischemia and oxygen deprivation. Further, the 

findings show that the system is able to discriminate between blood flow in different tissue 

layers. There seems to be a difference in sensitivity to interface pressure in the different tissue 

layers, whereby the blood flow deeper in the tissue is not occluded unless the blood flow in 

the superficial layer is: None of the participants had occluded blood flow deep in the tissue 

with simultaneous existing blood flow in the more superficial layers. 

  The interaction between blood perfusion and interface pressure is complex 

and affects individuals differently. Young, healthy people are less affected by loading (12) 



 

than are the old and/or disabled, who are more likely to have deteriorated skin blood flow (3-

4). This study combined LDF and PPG, non-invasive and separately well evaluated methods,  

to measure tissue blood flow with the ability to observe the blood flow simultaneously at 

different depths in the tissue (2, 5, 48). Limitations can be identified and related to the design 

of the prototype probe: It was integrated into the test bench due to its stiffness and thickness, 

resulting in a test situation with very high interface pressure, and the pressure mapping system 

reached its maximum value. The pressure map showed low interface pressure in two 

individuals due to their body constitution, with the buttocks unloading the sacral area. These 

individuals were presumably exposed to much lower interface pressure at the point of 

measurement than the other individuals were, and they were the only ones with existing blood 

flow at the skin surface. Due to the design, there was no possibility to relate the blood flow 

values before and during load, leading to an uncertainty of the level of blood flow above 

calibration level, and the variable was therefore dichotomized into existing and non-existing 

blood flow. However, the endpoint non-existing blood flow is of high relevance in the field of 

pressure ulcer etiology.  

Further development into a thin, flexible probe is ongoing and will make it possible 

to characterize humans with impaired blood flow while loading and to compare different 

groups with regard to tissue blood flow responses before, during and after tissue load. 

Conclusions 
Sacral tissue in elderly individuals is highly compressed by external load of at least 

220mmHg. At all three examined tissue depths, blood flow was affected severely on several 

occasions during load. None of the participants in the study had occluded blood flow deep in 

the tissue with simultaneous existing blood flow in the more superficial layers; there thus 

seems to be a difference in response to external pressure in the different tissue layers. 



 

However, there are some limitations of the probe prototype that will be handled in further 

development of the system.  
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